
BOOK REVIEWS 

A Fortran reference manW by Philip F. Ridler. Pnblished by Pitman Publishing ~ t d . ,  
39, Parker Street, London. WC2B 5PB, 1979, vili + 120 pp. 

This manual is useful to all Fortran langrage t!sers. This is particularly so to (non- 
computer) engineers and s?ienlists who like lo solve design, development, and research 
problems on a digital computer (m/c) using a Fortran language. In essence, this is a 
good aid to those who are learning Fortran using a Fortran text-book and a handy 
reference book with exccllcnt detailed contents, appendices, and index to others who 
know Fortran either to a small extent or to a large extent. 

This mancal is based on USAS1 X 3 .9  1966 Standard Fortran specification and is a 
gv.ide to the mles of Standard Fortran. 

The text conlains eleven chapters. Chapter 1 is a concise introduction to computer 
laiiguages, storage, compilers, programs, inputloutput, data, and records. Chaptcr 2 
gives a precise explanation of character sel, nanles, lines, statements, statement labels, 
blank columns, sequence number, and data cards. Chapter 3 is all abont constants, 
variables, and arrays, while Chapter 4 deals with arithmetic and logical expressions. 
Chapters 5 and 6 descrihe assignment and control statements. Fnnction and snbroutine 
subprograms, Fortran-supplied standard functions, statement functions, and arguments 
are discussed in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 exposes specification statements, viz., type, dimen- 
sion, external, common, equivalence, data, and block data svatements. Input/Output 
(ReadIWaite) and Format statements are in Chapters 9 and 10. Chapter 11 talks about 
definition, redifinition and nudefinition. Besides an index a t  the end of the book, there 
are foor appendices which include 

(i) List of statcmcnts allowed in Standard Fortran 

(ii) Statement ordering within segments. 

(iii) Intrinsic and basic external fonctions. 

(rv) Fortran Coding Form. 

Among many plus points the presentation of Fornlal. specification (considered to be a 
relatively involved concept) with illust~ative examples is worth mentioning. 

The program written in this Fortran can be run (with proper insertion of job or com- 
mand coiltrol statements which nsually vary from m/c to m/c) in most mini- and largc 
mjcs without any modification. This high degree of m/c independency is desirable but 
uscrs of a modern versatile Fortran compiler (run on a large m/c) using this Fortran 
subject theinselves to unnecessary restrictions (say, in mixed mode computations, non- 
availability of double precision complcx, pp. 26-27) which do not exist. 
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While the book contains reasonably sufficient illustrative examples throughout, there 
is still a ssope to add illustrations lo some statements (say, labelled Common blocks, 

P 64). 

In  page 26 ~t 1s better to replace the 9th lrne from top by 

" A + E6 gwes E7 

E7-E3 gives final rewlt." 

By the by, " E5 + El " in thc previorrs line shokld be replaced by " E5 *El  ". 

However, it is necessary to comment that the objectives of t h e a t h o r  are sattsfied 
The minor slip and omission mentioned above are the ones from whrch most books 
are not free and the author is very correct when he writcs in the Preface " It  is too mu& 
to hope thal the text is completely free from error,...". 

~d"'&ced mechanics of solids by L. S. Srinath. Pnblislied by Tala McGraw-Hi1 
publishing Company Limited, New Delhi 110 002, 1980, Pp. 372, Price Rs.24.75. 

Mechanics of solids is one of the basic subjects in the curriculum of any engineer con- 
ccm&J with str~ctural debign. Consequently any presentation that helps in the under. 
standing of this vital area is to be welcomed. In the last few decades, aeronautical 
designerr: and edwators have tried to replace the strength of materials approach by the 
theow of elasticity approach in understanding the basic phenomena like bending, torsion, 
buckling, etc., due to the compulsions involved in dealing with thin-walled structures. 
Msny books had been written by western authors with this outlook. On similar lines, 
Dr. Srinath tried to adopt in this book an approach midway between strength of materials 
and theory of elasticity to provide contirn!ity between the first course in structures and 
the one covered by books on theory of elasticity. He provides adeqcate, bordering on 
exhaustive, poverage of the fundamentals of theory of elasticity in the first two chapters 
on Analysis of Stress and Analysis of Strain. Most of the concepts are illustrated, at 
Proper locations, with numerical examples. This should serve td clarify many intricate 
points to the student. For some reacon, Dr. Srinath omits strain ellipsoid, Mohr's 
circle of strains, elc. On p. 45, Example 1 . I ] ,  the name of the stress function could 
have been given. 

In  the chapter on Constitutive Equations, i t  would have been appropriate, lookihg'af 
the level of presentation, to indicate that the constitutive relations can be derived from 
an energy potential. The inclusion of material on failure of solids, yield criteria and 
plasticity is very thoughiful and will help in the moulding of outlook of the student. The 
oresentation on factor of safety is particularly interesting. 
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terms of solution techniques, the strcss on energy methods devoting the whole 
Chapter 5 is very pertinent. The student zan get a t  a very early stage in his edmation 
the important idea that approxiillate solutions with convergence possibilities are as 
important as closcd form solutions. Consistent with his approach and theme of the book 
Dr. Srinath could however have shown in one simple section of a chapter the link 
between energy methods and equilibrium rormulations. 

The chapters on bending, torsion, axisylnlnelric problems and thermal stresses are 
wilh clarity and comprehension, which is characteristic of the author. However 

Dr. Srinath's intention ol' showing the palb midway between elasticity and strength of 
materials approashes could havc been well served if he had presented some problems 
on built up sections, sandwich beams and laminated structures. 

Normally books are writtel, lo prCSent an o~~t looh-  acqired and formulated over years 
of experience in irnpa~ting knowledge. 1 think the book reflects su.ch an outloolc of 
D ~ .  Srinath. However, i t  would have been useful if some of the most common concerns 
o[the present day structural engineers were brought to the level of undergraduate presen- 
tation. These are: laminated beams, laminated tubes, concepts of stress concentration 
and fracture. 'There could have been treated as example? a t  appropriate places. I t  is 
my belielthal Dr. Srinath, will1 his teaching and wrlring abilities, can easily do this 
without unduly increasing the size of the book. 

On the whole, the book is a valuable addition to the dnd~an text-book literatul-c on 
mechanics of solids. This can be adoyted as a text-book for the profess~onal courses. 

Correspondence 

Dr. V. G. Tikekar's review of rhe book 'Engineering Mafhenzatics, Vol I' by 
Proof: R. S. L. Srivastava (Sept. 1979) has evolcedconsidera6lc interest. The author felt that 
the reviewer has missed the focus of the materialpresented in the volume and therefore 
desired to answer the criticism. We requested Dr. Tikelcar fo see i fhe hadsomething to say 
about the comments of the author. He had chosen to reply. Their correspondence is 
reproduced below for the benefit of our readers. 

Author's observation.v 

This review is concerned more wilh what is not given in the book than what has been 
actually included in. the book. 

In modern times, the knowledge of numencal methods and computer techn~qaes has 
grown m content t o  an extent that even for an  engmeenng degree a separate course 
needs lo be designed and gwen to students as an elective. Thls 1s belng done in some 
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Institutes/Universities of advancedlearning. Nevertheless, a student opting for such 
a comse must be fully conversant with the topicsincluded in the book under review 
Similarly, an elective eonrse in linear algebra is offered for engineering students where 
the points raised by the reviewer regarding introducing theconcepts of a vector as an 
element of vector space and matrix as a function are emphasized. The book presents 
those topies of mathematics which every analytical engineer must know. The suggested 
topics can be included in a third volume as a continuation of thd material presented 
in the two volumes. This third volume could then also include some other topics like 
tensors, Fourier transform, potential theory, linear programming, sampling theory, 
testing of hypotheses, etc., which could not find a place in the two volumes due to 
constraints of space and time. 

The definition of a function as given on p. 23 of the book has not gone wrong. What 
has really gone wrong is this reviewer's sense of English grammar; otherwise how could 
the words ' a real number y ' be interpretedas meaning ' more than one real number y ' 
--a conclv.sion, the reviewer seems to have drawn deliberately. Unfortunately, the ortho- 
dox definition of a function given by the reviewer, confuses a beginner between the 
meanings of a constant function and a function in general. To avoid such a confusion 
i t  also requires illustration by a 'correct' example. 

A reference to Cramer's rule in thecontext of electronic computers seems unnecessary 
since the scope and limitations of using an electronic computer are invariably empha- 
sized by an instructor in the very beginning of a course on Computer Programming. 
While making an observation on oa in the complex plane the reviewer has obviously 
skipped problem 1 gven on p. 65 of the book. 

Some misprints have crept in inadvertently. These will be rectified in future print 
of the book. 

Reviewer's reply 

The reviewer had pointed out that the treatment of the topics in the book was old- 
fashioned. In his review he stressed that in modern times, an analytical engineer should 
be introduced to the subject with a modern viewpoint. There is no reason why the 
author should not introduce matrix as a function when he has chosen to do so for 
sequence. Such modern approaches to different concepts which the author did not 
include, have naturally been pointed out by the reviewer and dangers of not including 
them cited. 

One of the points of emphasis by the reviewer was that the scope and limitations 
of  any method in the light of theimpact of the advent of computers on mathematics 
should be pointed out a t  the place where the method is introduced. This is all the more 
necessary when the treatment is claimed to be  unified and emphasising the applications 
o f  mathematics in physics and engineering. Such important, informative, and critical 
remarks should not be relegated to elective coumes, butshould form an integral part 
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*fthe main treatment. Elective courses may not be talcen by all the students. ~ h ~ ~ ~ -  
fore the reviewer continncs 10 hold the view that the remarks made by him regarding 
Cramer9s rule in tllc review should find place when Cramer's rule is introdl!ced. sIrch 
knowledge is too important to be missed by an allalytical engineer duringhis core courses 
in mathematics. Note that a compvler is an offspring of applied mathematics (see 
 athe he ma tics and Computers by G. R. Stibitz and J. A. Larrivee, McGraw-Hill, 1957, 
p. 6). If certain topics are planned for tho third volume, there should be proper plan 
in tile beginning, and cross-references between the material from diffcrent chapters and 
from different volun~es should be introduced. This book is claimed to bc the brst of 
two-volume set. But as pointed out by the reviewer, even the contents or VOI. 11 are 
not found anywhere in the book, what to talk about Vol. 111, which looks to be an 
after-thought now. The spirit or  the reviewer's comments cannot be met by an isolated 
treatment or the topics. 

And now abonl the colourful suggestion regarding the reviewer's sense of nnglisll 
grammar. Whenever in a definition (as in the case of the definition of a function under 
consideration here), words like ' thore is assigned ', ' thel-e corresponds ', ' relates ,' 
'associated ', ' there exists ' are used and ~recisely one member is intended for assign- 
ment or association or correspondence, rncre article 'a ' will not convey that sense, but 
words like ' one and only one ', 'unique ', ' exactly one ', ' a definite ', ' a single definite ' 
mnsibe used. One can convince oneself about this by seeing the definition o f '  function ' 
in any of the following standard works: (1)  A. N. Kolrnogorov and S. V. Fomin: 
Introductory real analysis, Dover, 1970 (translated and edited by Richard A. Silverman. 
p. 4. (2) The internatiuml dictionary of applied mathematics, Van Nostrand, 1960, p. 386. 
(3) James and James, Matlaenzatics dictionary, third edition, Van Nostrand, 1968, p. 153. 
(4) Handbook of mathematics, Ed. L. Kuipers and R. Timman, Bng. translation ed, 
by 1. N. Sneddon, Pergamon press, 1969, p. 96. (5) Mathematics-Its contents, methods. 
and meaning Vol 1, Dds. A. D. Aleksandrov, A. N. Kolmogorov, M. A. Lavrent'ev, 
(tr. by S. H. Gould and T. Bartha), The MIT Press, 1963, p. 75. (6) G. M. Fikhten. 
got'ts: The fundamentals of mathematical analysis, Vol. I ,  trans. ed. by 1. N. Sncddon, 
Pergamon press, 1965, p. 28. To convince the reader further that merc use of article 
' a '  iu such a definition means ' one 01: more' or ' at least one ', the following definition 
of fnnction from Manual of mathematics by G. A. Korn and M. A. Korn (McGraw- 
Hill, 1967, p. 60) is quoted: " Given a rule of correspondence which associates a real 
or complex number y = f ( x )  ...... (1) with each @ven real or complex number x of a 
set S ,  y is called a (numerical) function y = y (x) = f ( x )  of the argument x 
Equation (1) specifies a value (or values) y = Y = f ( x )  of the variable y corresponding 
to each suitable value x = X of the variable x". (See also p. 85 of Mathematical 
handbuok for scientists and engineers by the same authors and ,publishers). The 
moral of all this explanation is that in mathematical sense, 'a', used along with 
words like ' there exists ', ' there corresponds ', ' there is assigned ', means ' one or 
more' or ' at least ' one and not ' one and only one '. Thus one can see that the 
.definition in the book has really gone wrong. 

V. G. TIKEKAE~ 

No further correspondence on this subject will be entertained-Editor 


